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Reference and Fact 

Checking:  Too Much or 

Not Enough?

Shawn Kennedy, Editor, American Journal of 
Nursing
Patricia D’Antonio, Editor, Nursing History 
Review
Marilyn Oermann, Editor, Nurse Educator and 
Journal of Nursing Care Quality

Goals of Session

 Describe what is known about accuracy of 
references in nursing literature

 Discuss the practices of journals in verifying 
the references

 Discuss issues for and role of editors in 
ensuring accuracy of citations and references

Reference Errors

 As an editor, have you tried to find a reference 
to check it and learned it was inaccurate?

 Reference errors

 Limit ability to find reference

 May not give author credit for work

 Cast doubt on quality of journal 

 “Take on a life of their own” (when others use 
reference without checking original source)

Research on Reference Errors

Limited studies in nursing

 Foreman and Kirchhoff (1987)

 Taylor (1998):  45.8% of references in 3 nursing 
research journals had errors   

 Schulmeister (1998):  32% of 180 references had 
errors

 Lok et al. (2001):  43% of references had errors 

Research on Reference Errors cont

 Oermann et al. studies. Reference error rates:

 Critical care nursing journals 22.9%

 Neonatal/maternal nursing journals 24.4%

 General readership journals 25%

 Pediatric nursing journals 41.6%

 Across 13 journals, 7650 references (2008)

 Randomly selected 10% of references from each journal

 217 (28.4%) references had errors:  171 were major (e.g., 
wrong author name, wrong article/book title) and 52 
were minor (wrong pp numbers other than 1st p)

Research on Reference Errors cont

 Speck & St. Pierre Schneider (2013)

 2 groups of nursing faculty publications:  18 were 
copyedited prior to submission vs. 18 for 
comparison

 Significantly fewer major errors in copyedited 
group (1 error/10 citations) vs. comparison (4 
errors/10 citations)

 Reference style errors (1 error in copyedited group 
vs. 3 errors)
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Studies in Other Fields

 Reference errors in nursing journals less than 
or same as other biomedical journals 

 Cochrane review of 66 studies (2008)

 38% had reference errors

 20% had quotation errors

 More intensive editorial processes associated with fewer 
errors in abstracts and references

 Davids et al. (2010):  of 200 articles in 4 
orthopedic journals:

 26% had reference errors, most minor errors

 38% had quotation errors

Reference Accuracy in Nursing

 Should continue to improve

 With use of bibliographic management software 
such as EndNote®, RefWorks, etc.

 BUT not everyone uses

Fact-Checking

 References may be checked for correct citation 
format and elements, but…

 Is the author quoting/interpreting the 
reference accurately?

 Does the reference indeed support what the 
author claims?

 What is common journal practice to ensure 
accurate interpretation?

Common Practices

 Nursing journals

 JAMA

 NEJM

 Medical Library Association

 National Library Medicine

AJN

 Peer reviewers rarely catch referencing problems.

 After acceptance - fact-check by clinical editor to 
ensure appropriate interpretation and citation. 

Obtain all references; Xtyles

Estimate close to 40% are inaccurate and 
need correcting

 May request additional sources (eg, primary vs 
secondary) or if support isn’t found)

JIN

“[We] rely on our reviewers to check the 
references. Readers are becoming more 
sophisticated and seeking out references. I think 
it’s the author’s responsibility to ensure 
references are accurately cited. As editors we’re 
responsible for making sure we publish accurate 
materials, so we shouldn’t apologize for the 
processes we use to ensure quality. Writing isn’t 
easy, but there are many resources available to 
authors (should they use them) to help with the 
process.”

Mary Alexander, editor
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JAMA

 Rely on reviewers

 For research articles, check that the citations 
are complete and accurate (eg, link to 
PubMed) 

 For opinion pieces, more likely to review the 
relevance and appropriateness of specific 
references

Annette Flanagin, Deputy Managing Editor

NEJM

 “We rely on expert peer reviewers to judge the 
appropriateness of references cited…count on 
our pre-acceptance review process to uncover 
inappropriate citations or interpretations.

 After acceptance, we verify the validity of 
medical journal references against the 
PubMed database as part of the production 
process.

 We also check facts during editing and 
proofreading.”

Margaret Perkins, Director of Manuscript Editing

MLA & NLM

Support verifying references for accuracy of 
citation and, if possible, interpretation.

Stephen J. Greenberg

National Library of Medicine

Peg Allen

Nursing and Allied Health Resource Section,

Medical Library Association 

Questions for Discussion

What level of accuracy is necessary for 
what kinds of scholarship?

 What standards ensure that the references 
reflect what the manuscript reports that they 
do?

What is the editor’s role in ensuring the 
accuracy of references?

What is the peer reviewer’s role?

 How do we educate reviewers without adding to 
burden?

What is the publisher’s role (resources)?


